
What is Tea Inner And Out Bag Packing Machine?

  Tea inner and out bag packing machine is fit for powder or granular materials. Because
it can pack green tea, black tea and scented tea, etc. And it can achieve high-precision
weighing during the packaging process without damaging the tea leaves. 

Tea inner and out bag packing machine is fit for powder or granular materials. Because it can pack green tea,
black tea and scented tea, etc. And it can achieve high-precision weighing during the packaging process
without damaging the tea leaves. And keep the original taste of the tea leaves. The final product not only has
a rich taste. But also a perfect packaging. At the same time the advantage of is the high automation. And high
production efficiency, the failure rate is very low. And the point of failure is automatically display on the touch
screen. So which is very easy for manufacturers.

This machine is a high-quality tea packaging process. That can pack various types of tea. So the
specifications of the packaging bags can customize. And according to the needs of customers to the different
needs of manufacturers. Because the process is make of well-known parts at home and abroad, ensuring the
highest quality. More stable make, lower noise, automated make system reduces labor costs, failure rate and
keep costs are very low. Therefore it is truly realize for buyers Low cost.

Product packaging decide whether consumers will buy it. Tea inner and out bag packing machine. As a
professional packaging process. It can pack black tea, green tea, fruit tea, etc. The products have well face
and are more favor to attracting consumers. This process is design and made by well engineers. And adopts
microcomputer optical control skill to realize highly automated production with high precision, fast speed and
good quality. This is the reason why this process has always been in the leading position in the tea packaging
industry.
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